2018 TEACHER OF THE YEAR AWARD PROGRAM
Prior Recipients 2001-2018

AWARD RECIPIENTS 2001
William Baino – Pierce
Mary Ellen Burke – Collicot
Anne Fancelli – MHS
Alexandre Leite – Cunningham
Anne Murphy – Pierce
Margaret O’Donnell – Glover
Patricia Turner – Cunningham/Tucker

AWARD RECIPIENTS 2002
Alan Cron – MHS
Lorraine Henry – Glover
Jennifer Lanigan – Tucker
Evelyn Mercier – MHS
Dianne Walcott – Collicot
Kathleen Mulligan – Cunningham
Shauna O’Leary – Cunningham
Patricia Ostrem – All Schools
Cecille Zwick-Coker – Cunningham

AWARD RECIPIENTS 2003
Aiden Cooper – MHS
William Deschenes – Pierce
Mary Fiorenza – Collicot
Sheila Gallagher – Tucker
Carol McCarthy – Glover
Michael McCormick – Cunningham
Owen McElhinney* - Pierce

AWARD RECIPIENTS 2004
Peter Avitabile – MHS
Linda Griffin – Glover
James Jette – Pierce
Pat Kurpeski – Tucker
Kathleen Simolaris – Collicot
Robert Williams – Cunningham

AWARD RECIPIENTS 2005
Tamara Bauer – Pierce
Maureen Flanagan – Glover
Stanley Gustafson – MHS
Kelly Hannon – Collicot
Daniela Ignagni – Tucker
Martine Murphy – Cunningham
Barbara Seegraber* - MHS

AWARD RECIPIENTS 2006
Stephen Collyer – MHS
Kathryn Curran – Glover
Gregory Forge – Pierce
Karen McGrath – Cunningham
Anny McIntyre – Collicot
Alexandra Sewall – Tucker
Kathleen Spinks* - Glover

AWARD RECIPIENTS 2007
Souad Belcaid – Collicot
Lynn Danner* - Cunningham
Terry Deutsch – Collicot/ Cunningham
Simone Rogan – Glover
Marcia Brennan – Tucker
Ann Saur – Pierce
Stephen Tart – MHS

AWARD RECIPIENTS 2008
Amanda Brink/Gina Piazza – Glover
Noreen Diamond Burdette – MHS
Josh Coben* – Cunningham
Larry Dorr – Pierce
Joanne Magliozzi – Tucker
Sabrina O’Neil – Cunningham
Emmanuelle Segall – Collicot
William Redmond – MHS

AWARD RECIPIENTS 2009
Kathellen Caccamo – Collicot
Laura Horowitz – Tucker
Elizabeth MacElhaney – Pierce
Kristin Masciarelli – MHS
Martha Sherman* – All Schools
Krisa Sinton – Glover
Tanya Walsh – Cunningham

AWARD RECIPIENTS 2010
Fatima Bourass-Elzein – Collicot
Christine Charbonneau* – Pierce
Gary Good – MHS
Noah Lai – Pierce
Thuy Nguyen – Tucker
Janis Powell – Cunningham
Deborah Sinrich – Glover

AWARD RECIPIENTS 2011
Gracie Burke* - System-wide
Nicholas Fitzgerald – MHS
Anne Kelley – Collicot
Amanda LeForte – Cunningham
Carolyn O’Connor – Glover
David Querzoli – Pierce
Elizabeth Spitz – Tucker

AWARD RECIPIENTS 2012
Dyanne Crowley* - MHS
Catherine Friedman – Pierce
Meredith Kempt – Tucker
Mary McCarthy – Glover
Laura McDermott – Collicot
Erin Power – Cunningham
Nancy Warn – MHS

AWARD RECIPIENTS 2013
Mary Duggan – Tucker
Zeina Hamada – Collicot
Daniel Jarboe MHS
John O’Leary – Pierce
Helene Olken – Cunningham
Colleen Queally – Pierce
Thomas Shaw* - MHS
Sara Willis – Glover

AWARD RECIPIENTS 2014
Marie Brown – Cunningham
Scott Devlin – MHS
Carol Kenney – Glover
Caitlin O’Brien – Tucker
Julie Ostrowski – Collicot
John Phelan* - System-wide
Mary Shapiio – Pierce

AWARD RECIPIENTS 2015
Susan Bonner – Glover
Rita Chen – Tucker
John Doyle – Collicot
Nicole Hoyceanyls – Pierce
Emily Hyde – Cunningham
Larry Jordan – MHS
Holly Concannon* - Collicot

AWARD RECIPIENTS 2016
Soondarie Barker- Tucker
Kate Lavalle- Glover
Sarah Smith- Cunningham
Esra Buyukozler- Collicot
Genevieve Martland- Pierce
Richard Guarino- MHS
Noreen Diamond Burdett*- Arts

AWARD RECIPIENTS 2017
Veronica McManus- Collicot
Kerry Moore O’Leary- Cunningham
Colleen Martin- Glover
Kathleen Kelley- MHS
Michael Cleary- Pierce
Shelagh Breathnach- Tucker
Bernadette Butler* - Pierce
Science Coordinator

*Dr. Mary Grassa O’Neill Leadership Award